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Shajida spent the past 2 years in the
Digital practice, managing external
contractors and other apprentices to
successfully deliver her first live
project at the age of 20. When she’s not
working, she’s busy getting inspired by
everything her city has to offer. And
cooking up diverse new flavours in the
kitchen for her friends and family.
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in association with LDC

Supporting the
North East’s most
ambitious businesses
T

HE North East business
community continues to go
from strength to strength. From
Northumberland to the Tees Valley,
more than 140,000 private businesses
across a wide range of industries
compete for growth and market
share.
And while a recent study by The
Journal revealed the lack of gender
diversity in leadership roles across
the region’s business community,
there are still plenty of women
driving forward growth. And this is
what we need to celebrate.
As one of the UK’s most active
private equity investors, we’ve been
lucky enough to support and partner
with many strong female business
leaders from diverse segments of the
economy. From Frances Rus, CEO of
the leading optical provider Duncan
& Todd, to Sheila Dean, Global CEO
of international professional services
provider Equiom.
A great example closer to home is
Debbie Bestwick MBE, CEO and
founder of market-leading games

developer and publisher Team17.
Since founding the label in 1991
Debbie has driven significant growth
across the company.
We backed Debbie and Team17,
which is best known for publishing
the popular Worms franchise, in
September 2016 and have helped the
business to expand overseas. Over
the past two years Team17 has
increased international sales by more
than 40%, and has since been
recognised for its exceptional
international growth in the Sunday
Times SME Export Track 100.
Team17 is a classic example of how
private equity can support growth.
When you have a strong leadership
team, a clear strategy and solid
business foundations, bringing the
right investment partner on board
can really help a business thrive.
The right private equity partnership can also help fund expansion
into new geographies or sectors,
support investment in research and
development to launch new products, or improve operational facilities

to increase capacity and improve
productivity.
It can also help management
teams to acquire complementary
businesses, fuelling a buy-and-build
strategy that will increase the
business’ market share and scale.
One great example of a North East
business that has proven the success
of buy-and-build as a strategy is
Patrick Parsons, the Newcastle-headquartered engineering consultancy.
The business has enjoyed significant growth over the past 10 years,
increasing turnover from £1m in 2007
to £18m today both organically and
through a targeted acquisition
strategy. We backed the business in
September 2017 to support its UK
expansion strategy, in a deal which
included the acquisition of infrastructure engineering specialist
THDA.
Regardless of the route to growth,
our job is ultimately to recognise and
invest in talented and ambitious
entrepreneurs.
In recognition of this, we’ve
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>>Zara Lane, head of investment
origination at LDC in Newcastle

recently launched The LDC Top 50
Most Ambitious Business Leaders – a
programme that aims to celebrate the
entrepreneurs running the UK’s most
successful medium-sized businesses.
We know there are so many

inspiring individuals right across the
North East, both women and men,
and we want to celebrate their
achievements. If you know a worthy
nominee, you can enter them at
https://www.ldc.co.uk/ldc-top-50


  
   
  

www.ldc.co.uk/journal
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in association with nEWCASTLE HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Inspiring and empowering girls
T

HIS month Newcastle High
School for Girls took the
opportunity to both celebrate
the achievements of women and to
call on others to play their part in
bringing gender equality to the
workplace.
On March 8, the winners of the
school’s inaugural International
Women’s Day Prize were announced
by Dame Vera Baird, the Northumbria Police Commissioner, whose
own achievements made her the
natural choice to present the prize.
First place went to Anna Parkinson
who at age 14 created a powerful
documentary-style video celebrating
the success of Maria Teresa de
Filippis, the first female Formula 1
driver. De Filippis participated in five
World Championship Grands Prix,
debuting in 1958; she should be
remembered as a true pioneer in her
sport.
This particularly struck a chord as
Newcastle High has recently become
the hub for the F1 Jaguar Primary
School challenge, where teams
research, design, manufacture, and
race the fastest car possible. A fitting
tribute perhaps to de Filippis.
Later on International Women’s
Day, girls from across the region were
invited to Newcastle High for the
Siemens SeeWomen event, an
interactive Science lecture hosted by
celebrity scientist, Fran Scott.
Exciting science experiments were

>>Celebrity scientist Fran Scott hosts the
SeeWomen STEM event at Newcastle High
School for Girls on International Women’s Day

interspersed with a presentation
celebrating female trailblazers in
science and engineering.
The girls attending also heard from
female representatives from Siemens
who spoke about their own careers,
opening the girls’ eyes to the many
and varied career opportunities

available to them in the fields of
Engineering and Technology.
At Newcastle High, we believe it is
important to put real-life role models
in front of girls. Girls are inspired and
they can see for themselves that their
ambitions are achievable.
It is an incredibly powerful

approach, and it works.
In an all girls school, girls don’t
face gender stereotyping, inequality
and bias. At school, they are
immersed in a world where they
experience gender parity, every day,
and they develop an understanding
and belief that they can follow

Girls
inspired
By igniting a passion for learning and an unquenchable
belief that she can achieve anything, your daughter will
be ready to take on the world.
Join us at our Open Week to ﬁnd out how we enthuse,
inspire and empower our girls from Nursery to Senior School.
Junior & Senior Open Week
Monday 4th – Friday 8th June 2018
Register today
newcastlehigh.gdst.net
T: 0191 201 6511

Girls enthused l Girls inspired l Girls empowered

their own path.
This environment becomes the
‘norm’ for them, an expectation
which they eventually take with them
to the work place. They know they
should have equal opportunity in
their careers and life generally. As we
look to the next generation of
talented workers, these girls, as
young women, will expect employers
to respond.
Equality and diversity continued as
the theme for the Newcastle High
Governors’ Dinner, also held in
March, and attended by guests from
NE businesses, professions as well as
the education sector. The Director of
Public Affairs at Virgin Money, Emily
Cox was our Guest Speaker.
As co-author of the HM Treasury
report ‘Empowering Productivity:
Harnessing the Talents of Women in
Financial Services’, and Woman of the
Year in the Women in Finance
Awards 2017, Emily answered
questions on a range of topics and
focused particularly on Virgin
Money’s vocal stance on gender
equality and diversity as a strategic
priority for the company – an ethos
which mirrors Newcastle High’s own.
At Newcastle High School for Girls,
our pupils are enthused, inspired and
empowered. We are laying the
foundation for true gender equality
– and call on others to do so too – not
simply for now, but for the benefit of
future generations of women. Join us.
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>>Girls from across the
region were invited to
Newcastle High School for
Girls for the Siemens
SeeWomen event, an
interactive Science lecture
hosted by Fran Scott

■■ JACKSONS Law Firm has boosted
one of its property departments by
appointing a residential conveyancing expert to head up the team.
Associate solicitor ANDREA
HANNA joins Jacksons after spending 10 years with a Newcastle and
Chester-le-Street-based law firm,
where she managed its residential
conveyancing department. During
that time, she had responsibility in a
technical advisory and compliance
role, in addition to her client
obligations.
The firm is delighted to announce
the promotions of two of its solicitors.
LOUISE WHITE from the corporate
and commercial team and HELEN
MCCUE from the commercial
property team have both been
promoted to associates.
Two of the firm’s paralegals have
been offered training contracts at the
firm. LISA HARDING previously
spent some time in the firm’s
residential conveyancing department
and is enjoying her
first seat in litigation.
REBECCA LOGUE is
currently with the
firm’s residential
conveyancing
department following a six months
support role with the
commercial property
department.
>>Carly Hope
■■ WORKPLACE
interiors specialists,
Ben Johnson Interiors, has appointed
RACHEL MCDERMOTT as business
development and events manager,
based in Newcastle.
Rachel, who held a similar role
with the Entrepreneurs’ Forum for
nearly 10 years, is well known in
North East and Yorkshire business

women ON
THE moVE
circles. She is looking forward to
working with new and existing
contacts and running inspiring,
informative events to communicate
the importance of professional
workspace design.
■■ A TEESSIDE University graduate
has reached the summit of her
industry after being appointed to one
of the most prestigious roles in
interior design.
DIANA CELELLA came to Teesside
to study interior design in the 1980s
at a time when professional courses
in that sector were few and far
between. She has now been appointed president of the Society of British
and International Design (SBID), the
standard bearer for the
accreditation of professional interior designers,
product suppliers and
educational institutions.
■■ SILK Family Law
continues to grow its
Newcastle office with the
appointment of recently
qualified solicitor CARLY
HOPE.
A law graduate from
Northumbria University,
Carly joins the boutique
family law firm from
Newcastle-based McKeag & Co
Solicitors where she completed her
training contract.
Barrister Ian Kennerley, who
founded Silk Family Law in 2010 with
solicitors Kim Fellowes and Margaret
Simpson, said: “Carly impressed us
with her enthusiasm and determina-

>>From left, associate solicitor Helen McCue, trainee Rebecca Logue, head of residential
conveyancing Andrea Hanna, associate solicitor Louise White and trainee Lisa Harding

tion. We are sure that she will
become an invaluable member of
our team.”
■■ A NEW sales manager has been
appointed to lead the
conference and
events team at
Newcastle’s St James’
Park.
VICKI NEIL, from
Northumberland,
has been recruited to
the position by
Sodexo Prestige
Venues & Events,
which works in
partnership with
NUFC to provide
match day catering,
hospitality and event
management at the
Newcastle United FC >>Diana Celella

ground. And she brings almost 20
years’ experience to her new role,
joining Sodexo from Carlsberg UK,
where she was sales development
manager.
■■ THE North East
Business and Innovation
Centre (BIC) has expanded
by recruiting a new
member of staff who will
support the region’s SMEs.
The business centre in
Sunderland which provides
commercial space and
business support services
has appointed an innovation adviser to help drive
its SME Innovation
Programme.
MICHELLE HAMBLETON, formerly of BE Group
and the Education and

Skills Funding Agency, will mainly
support Durham-based businesses
on the programme to help them
realise their innovative ambitions by
developing new products and
services.
■■ EXPANDING North East-based
mortgage services firm BH Mortgages
has announced the appointment of
its newest member of staff amid
significant growth for the firm.
BH Mortgages was launched two
years ago as part of the BH Group of
companies, which also includes
leading property agency Bradley
Hall. The firm, which offers mortgage
advice, protection and insurance, has
taken on its first apprentice to
support growing operations across
the North East. NIAMH TAYLOR, 18,
from Newcastle, joins the company
as case and business administrator.
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We must do
bridge gender
W

>>Helen Dodds

>>Susanne Shah

ith just a couple weeks to go
before we see the first full
publishing of results from
Mandatory Gender Pay Gap Reporting,
the subject of gender pay and equality
is once again firmly back in the
business spotlight.
With the Equal Pay Act becoming
law as long ago as 1971, a law updated
in the Equality Act 2010, how can the
gender gap between men and women
still exist? Will the new reporting lead
to a further closing of the gap? Could
the Government do more legislatively
to bring about true pay parity? And
does the gap in gender pay and status
really matter? These are amongst the
questions I put to a panel of North East
experts as I sought to gauge regional
business opinion on the issues
surrounding equal pay and status.
A strong, common message
emerged: there is no place for any
gender pay gap in today’s society –
fully capitalising on the talent and
experience of women is good for
individuals, employers and our
economy.
Susanne Shah, director of divorce
and family law at Newcastle law firm
Vardags, emphatically sets the scene:
“As long as there is a pay gap, it cannot
be said that women are valued as
highly as men in the workplace. It is
unacceptable that the contributions of
women are still not fully appreciated.
If workplaces caught up to the times,
loosening these rigid, patriarchal
models then they would unlock so
much talent and really prosper.
“Remuneration for employment
should be judged on skill, talent and
expertise in a certain field and should
have nothing to do with a person’s
gender. I believe we should all have a
strong moral compass and strive for
equality.”
First then, to the imminent deadline
for private sector reporting on gender
pay gaps (4 April 2018), which initially
applies to all companies with over 250
employees. Could the ramifications of
this really make a difference in closing
the pay gap? As we have seen from the
high profile reporting on pay disparities between genders at the BBC, it is
likely we’ll see some shocks emerge, as
Carsten Staehr, CEO of Gatesheadbased Cintra speculates: “We are now
getting close to publication deadline of
the figures and I’m pretty confident
there will be a lot of explaining to do
by certain sectors – although as with
all statistics it is always open for
interpretation. In my mind, it will
show a clear trend – one of unequal
pay and that we have a problem.
Hence, I particularly like the fact that
companies have to explain their
gender pay gap.”
Staehr, whose company has
developed software to help companies
report on gender pay, adds a warning:
“The finding could lead to an exodus
of female talent from the worst-performing companies which will be a
problem along with bad PR for the
companies involved. I am sure that

To coincide with the imminent release of gender pay gap
reports by larger businesses, MARK LANE canvasses North
East opinion on the long and painful process of achieving
pay and status equality

>>Julie Dalzell

>>Carston Staehr

every employer will take this seriously
and the correction to equal pay will
start and be rapid.”
Julie Dalzell, senior associate at the
Stockton-based law firm Jacksons,
agrees: “It is clear from ONS surveys
and the gender pay reports that are
now in the public domain as a result of
the Gender Pay Gap Information
Regulations 2017, that inequalities
between pay and status for men and
women are still widespread within UK
businesses almost 50 years on from
when equal pay was first enshrined in
law.
“Shamefully for media institutions
such as the BBC and Channel 4 it
seems the only explanation for the
stark differences in pay amongst high
earning staff of both genders, is that
male presenters are regarded as a
more prized commodity than their
female counterparts.”
She goes on to add that there are
loopholes within the Gender Pay
Regulations that employers may be
exploiting in order to take them below
the threshold whereby the reporting
obligations bite.
Jane Dalton, a volunteer ambassador for Northern Power Women, a hub
for working people interested in
closing the gender equality gap,
believes that the publishing of pay gap
figures is an important step that helps
to flag systemic problems in the
workplace. She says: “Even the most
well-meaning companies with strong
diversity policies can find themselves
with a gender pay gap. Looking at the
numbers separates out good intentions from impact. It helps companies
to diagnose what might be causing the
problems, which can then be tackled
directly to improve the situation.”
Whilst this new reporting will
undoubtedly have an impact, it does
beg the question, could more be done
by the Government legislatively to
close the gap? Jacksons’ Dalzell offers

her thoughts: “There is always more
that can be done so for example the
equal pay protection within the
Equality Act would have more impact
if the burden of establishing a viable
comparator was a neutral one rather
than being placed on the employee as
this enables employers to elongate the
proceedings and thus increase the
costs to the employee of pursuing a
claim whilst avoiding addressing key
issues.”
She adds: “Workers are very well
protected in the UK with respect not
only to this issue, but other equalitybased rights, but discrimination is still
prevalent, sometimes through
ignorance, but also due to other
reasons such as the current level of job
insecurity and difficulties bringing
claims, which may make it easier for
employers to breach worker rights
without fear of the consequences of
doing so.”
Like several others I spoke to on the
subject of equal pay
and status, Dalzell
says that a
cultural
change needs
to come
about in
order to
advance
true pay
equalities
between the
sexes.
This is a
view
pro-

>>Jayne Hart
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more to
r pay gap
pounded by Helen Dodds, North East
manager at recruitment firm Sellick
Partnership: “The gender pay gap is a
real issue in the North East. Too often I
hear of women who have been held
back from progressing their career and
increasing their salary because they
felt they had to choose between work
and family life – but this concept is
archaic. Despite flexible working
models becoming more popular in
recent years, there are still too many
companies restricting the progression
of women with a lack of flexibility.”
Dodds says that introducing simple
business policies such as flexible start
and finish times, working from home
and shared parental leave unlocks
opportunities for both male and
female employees. She explains: “It
allows them to better balance work
and family commitments, and will
undoubtedly help to close the gender
pay gap in the long-term. However, we
will not see significant progression
until more women are sat around the
boardroom table. These policies alone
will not get them there as quickly as
we need to see change, and the
Government must address why so few
females secure top level positions as a
matter of urgency.”
The underlying job conditions that
lead to women receiving lower pay are
further expanded on by Jayne Hart,
director at Newcastle-based The HR
Dept, who acknowledges that equal
pay is a “complex area”. “Women are
predominantly the main carers of
dependants such as children and
older relatives, impacting on the hours
they can work and often limiting their
career progression,” she says. “I see
lots of women therefore seek out
flexible working options; exposing
them to lower paid roles with limited
scope for career development. Many
employers have an archaic attitude
when it comes to granting their staff
flexible working and will often jump to
a default position of refusal, despite
the legislation that is in place.”
She continues: “Shared Parental
Leave has been introduced in the UK
to give an option for partners to share
the task of caring for new babies or
adopted children, giving women
more opportunity to get back into
work sooner.
“We also have Grandparental
Leave to be introduced which may
also help here. However, this may
adversely impact women later in
life if their role as a carer (i.e.
grandmother) is extended in their
later years.”
Hart adds that pregnancy
and maternity discrimination
have a major impact on
women in the workplace.
“It’s definitely not something employers want to
be taken to tribunal
for! A recent
report stated
that 54,000
women suffer
pregnancy

discrimination every year with
dismissals, compulsory redundancies
and bullying pushing pregnant women
out of their jobs. Those who go
through this often lose their confidence in the workplace and face a
career stall upon their return to
working life.
“Don’t get me wrong, there are
some employers who are thinking
outside of the box – pledging to give
their female staff time off whilst
menstruating and being supportive
and talking about the menopause.
“It’s worth pointing out that there
are lots of simpler policies that
employers can enact, to ensure that
they have women and family-friendly
workplaces.
“All of which will make a difference
to closing that pay gap.”
I asked Dr Julie Scanlon, a Newcastle-based specialist in gender and
LGBT equality, what her advice is to
companies which have not yet fully
considered the issue of equal pay and
status, but have a realisation that they
ought to give it attention. She says: “I
would say ‘do it’ – it will be to their
advantage to analyse their data and
take action. For example, time and
again, research demonstrates that
companies with diverse boards
perform better. So, along with the
social justice argument, there is a clear
business case for having more women
in senior roles.
“I would also say it is important to
consult with a specialist who really
knows about gender – businesses
know their business but they are
unlikely to know how structures of
gender operate in and through them.
Businesses can act as magnifiers or
minimisers of broader gender
discrimination. Business-owners can’t
necessarily change the world but they
can change their business.”
Finally, looking ahead, can we now
expect to see the gender pay and status
gap closing more rapidly? The HR
Dept’s Hart believes the signs are
good: “Female talent is increasingly
breaking down boundaries in once
typically male sectors. Finally, 50 per
cent of junior doctors are now women.
Prominent female role models
continue to inspire more and more
young women down traditionally male
career paths such as IT and engineering. Take Sheryl Sandberg, COO of
Facebook for example. She is constantly encouraging women to ‘lean
forward’ in these sectors.
“We have had a law since 1970
outlawing the practice of sex discrimination in pay, our progress is probably
not even at a snail’s pace. Every year
we say that we have made some
progress on equality at work and in the
wider world, but every year we say we
still have so far to go. In another forty
years will we still be saying the same
when it comes to women, glass
ceilings and pay gaps? My own view on
this is that we will start to see the tide
turning and that snail will pick up its
pace.”
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EQUAL PAY
Q&A
Samantha Lee, managing
director of Hartlepool-based
Publicity Seekers, offers some
forthright views from a small
business perspective on the
subject of equal pay and
status…
■■ What, if any, policies
has Publicity Seekers got in
place in relation to gender pay
and status?
The pay scale at Publicity
Seekers is attached to the level of
the position, gender has never
been a consideration. This is
actually the first time I have ever
had to think about it.
■■ Do you believe the subject of
gender pay and status is an
important one? If so, why?
To be honest it is only the recent
campaigns that have brought it to
my attention. I thought equal pay
was a given!
■■ Why do you think the process
of achieving equal pay has been
so slow, what’s your view of
where we are with it at the
moment?

>>Dr Julie Scanlon

I seriously do not know how
anyone can base a salary on
someone’s gender rather than
their capabilities to do the job. It is
truly an alien concept to me. I was
a football journalist 20 years ago
when I was usually the only
woman in the press boxes up and
down the country. I took on roles
previously held by men and I was
paid the same salary as they were.
Had I been offered less for being a
woman I would have told them to
shove it.
■■ As a small business, is the
potential of legislators meddling in matters of what you pay
your individual staff an administrative burden you could do
without?
As a business owner you need a
head for figures, a mind for
progress and a heart for people.
Most decent small business
owners don’t need the Government to tell them to look after
their staff, they already do.
However, there’s clearly a
contingent who need to be told to
be decent. Making all employers
simply write policies that will tick a
box and go in the bottom drawer
will not achieve that.

>>Jane Dalton

>>Samantha Lee
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in association with ncfe

NCFE celebrates eight years of recognition
N

ATIONAL Awarding Organisation, NCFE, has always been
proud of doing things a little
differently.
With a heritage dating back over
150 years, the organisation has grown
into what is today a leading qualification provider in technical education,
supporting over 350,000 learners to
achieve success in the last year alone.
Not only is NCFE committed to
empowering learners, it is also
passionate about its people. Striving
to be a leader in the region, the sector
and beyond, NCFE believes in the
importance of giving colleagues the
tools to succeed and progress in their
careers.
With an emphasis on support,
development and equality, the
organisation appears in The Sunday
Times list of Top 100 employers for
the eighth year running.
The Top 100 allows colleagues to
comment on eight specific areas,
including staff opinions on their
organisation’s leadership, their
manager, immediate colleagues, pay
and benefits, wellbeing, their
organisation’s willingness to give
something back, people’s personal
development, and overall sense of
affiliation with their employer.
NCFE has featured in the list since
2011 and was first included in the
Small Companies category back in
2007.
NCFE is hugely proud of being an
organisation with a largely female

>>NCFE colleagues

leadership team, with awarding
services led by Managing Director,
Esme Winch.
Esme joined NCFE in January 2016
following three years as Principal and
Chief Executive of Loughborough

College, Group Director of NCG and
senior roles at other high-profile
companies such as Timberland,
Laura Ashley and Polo Ralph
Lauren’s Parisian office.
Under Esme’s guidance, NCFE

awarding services has seen significant growth over the past two years
and has a fantastic portfolio of
technical qualifications for learners
across all demographics.
She said: “We’re passionate about

brighter futures.
NCFE is an Awarding Organisation designing, developing and
certiﬁcating NCFE and CACHE branded qualiﬁcations, apprenticeships,
Functional Skills and more, with over 500 nationally accredited
qualiﬁcations in our portfolio. All of this is supported by NCFE’s
exceptional customer service, unique approach and expertise.
NCFE is currently recruiting for a number of positions in our Group IT Team.
If you’re interested in working for a dynamic and growing organisation
and would like to ﬁnd out more about available positions, please visit our
website www.ncfe.org.uk

our people at NCFE and I’m thrilled
to be part of NCFE’s exciting journey
and look forward to contributing to
its further growth and evolution.”
Nurturing talent is a key part of
NCFE’s staff development ethos and
Head of Group IT, Lindsey Gibson, is
testament to that.
She said: “NCFE is a fantastic place
to work. I joined the organisation 21
years ago as a Processing Assistant,
I’ve always had an interest in IT but
back then I didn’t know how to turn
it into a career.
“Through the opportunities
available at NCFE, I have progressed
via a range of different IT roles to
Head of Group IT, a role which I am
incredibly proud to be in, not only for
myself, but as a woman in the field of
IT and Technology.
“In the UK, only 1 in 10 IT leaders
are women – a statistic I believe can
improve, if we as IT professionals
take action to recognise the importance of diverse tech talent in a sector
where IT skills are in high demand.
“I’m so pleased to see how much
NCFE have invested in the development of qualifications in IT through
our Functional Skills offer, and for
schools with qualifications such as
Interactive Media and Digital
Technologies, which will hopefully go
towards encouraging more girls, and
women, into tech-based careers.”
■■ For more information about
qualifications and services from
NCFE, please visit www.ncfe.org.uk
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We all have a voice to demand
equality in our workplaces
MATT ELLIOTT

T

HIS year is the centenary of
women finally winning the
right to vote.
And while 100 years is a relatively
short period of time in history, we
have come a very long way. The
winning of the vote for women,
despite the limitations, was a
phenomenal event. There had been
years and years of an ever-more
determined drive to ensure women
should enjoy the basic right to take
part in the democratic process and
choose who they are governed by.
So in 2018, have we now successfully achieved equality?
The resonance of the #Metoo
campaign, the stories from the
charity sector and the publication of
data on the gender pay gap show
there is still more to do. As part of
the UK Government’s drive to
improve economic productivity,
Jayne-Anne Gadhia, Virgin Money’s
CEO, was asked by HM Treasury to
review why women make less
progress to more senior roles in
financial services than in other
industries.
‘The Empowering Productivity:
Harnessing the Talents of Women in
Financial Services’ report was
published in March 2016 and it

Firms with
greater diversity
outperform
their peers

>>Virgin Money colleagues
celebrating with CEO Jayne-Anne
Gadhia at an internal awards event

Matt Elliott
resulted in HM Treasury’s Women in
Finance Charter. We found there are
significant barriers to the progress of
women and breaking down these
barriers will improve results both for
the financial services sector as a
whole and for individual businesses,
including Virgin Money. Firms
employing over 60% of employees in
UK financial services have now
signed up to the Women in Finance
>>Irene Dorner, Chair
Charter. And many have committed
of Virgin Money
to self-imposed targets of reaching a
50:50 gender balance in the coming
few years.
encourage all companies to disclose
The benefits from doing so are
their position for that reason.
clear. The evidence shows that
In the last year, we reduced our
creating more balanced and diverse
gender pay gap by 10% to 32.5%.
senior managerial teams can
Because we are focused on it we
improve decision-making
are making progress, but
and impact the bottom line
there is more for us to do
positively. Numerous
and we are committed to
reviews and studies from
achieving a 50:50 gender
the likes of McKinsey show
balance throughout our
that firms with greater
business by the end of
diversity – especially at
2020.
senior levels – outperform
This year Virgin Money
their peers. This is an issue
appointed Irene Dorner as
we take seriously at Virgin
Chair of the Board,
Money. We publicly
creating the only
reported our pay gap
female duo at the
for the first time in
top of one of
2016 – as we
Britain’s
believe transparFTSE
ency helps to
350-listed
drive change, and >>Matt Elliott, People
companies.
Director at Virgin Money
we would
We are

serious about change at all levels.
Gender balance should be
addressed as a business issue and
rewarded as such – so we have
linked annual performance-related
pay to commitments to promote
gender diversity for all members of
the Executive Team.
In the past year, female representation has increased within senior
management grades to 29% from
22%.
We have done this by, amongst
other things, launching a Returners
Programme enabling experienced
women and men who may have
taken a career break, or are looking
to update their skills and knowledge,
to move into new roles. But the
progression of women is not about
progression at the expense of men.
Our strategy is about fairness,
equality and inclusion for both men
and women.
That is why we give fathers as
much paid parental leave as mothers
– because that’s fair and equal. In
2017, nearly 60% of new fathers in
our business took advantage of
shared parental leave.
Over the course of the last year we
have worked as hard at improving
the pipeline to the executive
committee for women as we have at
increasing the number of men in our
customer-facing roles which
increased to 27%. And leadership in
this area matters.
We all have a voice to demand
equality, diversity and parity for people everywhere – but especially in
our workplaces. And this contributes
to the business of trust.

>>Jayne-Anne Gadhia, CEO of Virgin Money
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>>Girls explore robotics at Girls in STEM Newcastle 2018

Mark Larsen

A

T Accenture, we know that
gender equality in the
workplace makes good
business sense.
If we are to drive disruption and
deliver innovation to our clients, we
need teams with diverse skills and
perspectives. It’s why we’ve worked
relentlessly to grow our female
workforce in recent years.
And we have set ourselves some
clear goals to do that. By 2025 we aim
to have a 50/50 split between women
and men globally. We firmly believe
that setting goals and making
ourselves publicly accountable is an
important step on the road to gender
equality in the workplace. This belief
is borne out in our research, Getting
to Equal, which found that in the UK
women are 50% more likely to be on
the fast track in organisations which
have published a diversity target.
Of course, creating a more equal
business is about more than just
recruitment and targets. It requires
businesses to look at how they
operate on every level. It means
recognising and accommodating
different and authentic leadership
styles, for example: creating flexible
work opportunities. And minimising
unconscious bias that leads people to
unwittingly gravitate towards others
who look, think and sound like they
do. These are areas where we have
taken practical steps to develop the
right culture within our business, one
which drives equality across how we
hire, develop and advance all our
people.
We will continue to focus on these
aspects within our own business to
achieve our 2025 goals. But it’s also
essential to help nurture the talent of
the future that is still many years

Creating a more
equal business is
about more than
recruitment
Mark Larsen

Gender equality is vital
for business in future

>>Virtual Reality at Girls in STEM Newcastle 2018

away from entering the workplace.
And to do that, we need to start
engaging with children and young
people to open their eyes to the
possibilities of STEM (science,
technology, engineering and maths)
careers with businesses like Accenture.
In our business we need a talent
pipeline of young people with the
right skills to drive digital transformation for our clients. Yet one of the
key findings of our recent research
exploring attitudes to STEM found
that girls are put off these subjects
beyond even primary school age
because they do not see them as
being creative. That’s a (mis)
perception that we need to change.
Put bluntly, if we don’t find ways to
shift the number of girls who are
taking STEM subjects and seeing it
through to apprenticeships, A-levels
and beyond, it’s going to be hard to

significantly address the gender
disparities we see in tech and the
broader business world today.
To address that challenge we need

>>Mark Larsen, managing
director of Accenture’s
Newcastle Delivery Centre

businesses to engage young people
from an early age. One example is
our work with primary school
children here in the North East. We
developed a competition with a local
school for them to design a website.
We sent our people to help the
children to turn their ideas into
working sites. Our aim was to show
them that working with technology
offers real scope for fun and creativity. It’s been a big success, with some
young people reporting that it was
the best thing they’d done in that
school year. And earlier this month
we held our annual Girls in STEM
events in Newcastle, Manchester and
London. This was designed to ignite
girls’ interest in technology and
demonstrate that the creative
application of digital skills is relevant
to jobs across a range of industries.
Changing perceptions among
children is a great start. But it has to

be followed up with engagement and
outreach that continues throughout
their educational career. It’s why we
are forging links all the way through,
from schools into universities and
our apprenticeship scheme, to create
what we hope will be enduring
change that can really make a
difference on gender equality.
If we don’t expand the pool of
talent coming into business, then
individual businesses that do achieve
more favourable gender balances will
simply be taking talent from elsewhere. So this is not a challenge for
one company to solve for themselves.
All of us in business need to work
together – with educators, parents
and other third-sector organisations
– to develop the next generation of
diverse talent from which we will all
ultimately benefit.
Mark Larsen is managing director
of Accenture Newcastle
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The Office Rocks story...
T

HE Office Rocks was first
created as a virtual assistant
business in January 2014 after
the birth of my third baby.
I had been a stay-at-home mum for
five years at this point – and although
I loved being a mum, I was ready for
a new challenge.
I spent a lot of my spare time on
social media and reading blogs. The
idea that an online profile could have
so much influence was fascinating,
addictive almost.
Before I knew it I had created a
small community page for parents
living in Sunderland, Sunderland
Parents.
On the back of this, I began to pick
up work managing the social media
accounts for other small businesses,
at which point The Office Rocks was
born.
After only six months I was
approached by a local digital start-up
to join them as their social media
manager, part-time to fit around the
school run – an offer I couldn’t
refuse.
After an amazing 10 months,
resulting in a promotion to director
of sales, my role had grown significantly and all of the reasons for
becoming self-employed in the first
place had crept back in. It was
difficult, but I took the decision to
walk away.
I picked The Office Rocks back up
shortly after leaving and reinvented
the business as a content marketing
agency specialising in affiliate
marketing.
The model was simple: grow large,
niche audiences on Facebook and
promote products from national
retailers, earning a commission from
any sales we referred to the retailer.
I knew I couldn’t do it alone. I
needed a team.
After evicting the children from
their playroom to create an office for
staff in my home and borrowing an
initial investment from a family
member, the business grew quickly.
Within six months we had moved
into office space at St Peter’s Gate in
Sunderland and only 12 months later
we saw ourselves seeking new
premises.
We are now to be found in a quirky
office overlooking Sunderland
Marina with room to expand.
We’ve worked extremely hard over
the last two-and-a-half years to
establish ourselves as one of the top

...as told by
founder, Laura
Middleton
content affiliate publishers in the UK,
ranking in the top two for a number
of major online retailers.
With a diverse portfolio of 14
Facebook brands, The Office Rocks
reaches more than 68 million
followers per month with a combined total UK audience of 1.3
million and these numbers show no
signs of slowing!

Culture, culture,
culture...
With three young children of my
own, I have always been extremely
passionate about creating a working
environment which not only offers
the opportunity for a rewarding
career, but which also allows the
team to have a life outside of work.
For this reason, our core office
hours are 9.30am to 2.30pm with the
remaining time worked flexibly to
suit. All team members are given a
company MacBook on their first day,
allowing them to work from any
location they choose during their
flexible hours whether that be from
home, their mum’s house or the local
Starbucks.
As a team we are big believers in
LOVING what you do and who you
work with. Being an all-female team,
we often get asked how we manage to
achieve such a happy working
environment. The simple answer is
that we just do. There is no place for
animosity or negativity at Team
Office Rocks. We celebrate the good,
learn from the bad and work together
in order to achieve our goals of world
domination.
By offering such a flexible working
environment, we are able to attract
talented individuals to the business
whose family commitments have
previously been quite restrictive. It’s
a win win for everyone.
As a business we are extremely
passionate about creating a level
playing field. Whether you’re male or
female, a parent or not, by offering
everyone the same level of flexibility

>>Award-winners... The Office Rocks team

>>The Office Rocks team

we help to eliminate the gender pay
gap.
Here’s what some of the team had
to say about working at The Office
Rocks...
■■ “I’m the happiest and healthiest
I’ve ever been and it’s all down to the
amazing benefits that come with
having a fantastic employer, flexible
working hours and the ability to work
from home.” Leeanne Hedley, head
of operations.
■■ “For the first time in 10 years I

don’t need to feel guilty about being
pulled in too many directions. I can
collect my kids from school almost
every day and spend quality time
with them, without sacrificing my
own ambitions.” Laura Kemp, head of
business development
■■ “Flexible working is the only way I
could work at all. My disability is so
unpredictable a ‘standard job’ isn’t
possible. The hours make for an
incredible work/life balance.” Clare
Batten, executive assistant
■■ We’re very excited about what the

>>‘The Office Rocks’ Ibiza trip

future holds for The Office Rocks! We
have the final heat of the North East
Business Awards to look forward to in
April and have major expansion
plans for the coming 12 months – so
if you don’t already, be sure to follow
us on Facebook and check out our
blogs. Find out what we got up to on
our company trip to Ibiza and how
we are quickly gaining a reputation
for being partial to the odd office
buffet.
■■ www.facebook.com/
theofficerocks
■■ @teamofficerocks
■■ www.theofficerocks.com
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